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MAGOXX® boards offer innovative, sustainable building 

solutions for new-build, renovation and restoration 

projects. The boards can be easily plastered and are 

therefore also suitable for interior design. In most 

situations it is possible to use boards that are 50% 

thinner than usual. MAGOXX® board offers solutions that:

 › Help to realise faster and more flexible building methods

 › Allows users to comply with the strictest standards and 

building codes

 › Reduces the total construction costs of building 

significantly

 › Have a positive impact on sustainability

 › Reduces the CO2 footprint and water consumption

MAGOXX® board is a higher-performance, ‘greener’ and smar-

ter alternative for traditional fire resistant board materials like 

multiplex, gypsum and fiber cement products.

Limitless application purposes
MAGOXX® Board can be used for an almost endless range 

of indoor and outdoor applications in commercial and non-

commercial buildings. The boards can be easily utilised when 

constructing:  

 › Interior walls in both dry and wet spaces

 › Exterior walls

 › Floor and ceiling construction

 › Steel columns and beam cladding

 › Interior design

Certification
MAGOXX® Board is CE certified. This means that the boards 

have been thoroughly tested and meet all European directives 

in the field of health, safety and environment.

Sustainable and fire retardant solutions for the construction industry

Fire safety
MAGOXX® board is incombustible (Class A1). 

When used correctly, a 9 mm board can easily 

maintain fire resistance for in excess of 60 

minutes (in accordance with EN 1364-1: R015). 

Impact resistance
MAGOXX® boards are strong and durable and 

offer high impact resistance. They are thus ideal 

for buildings that are exposed to high impacts, 

like partition walls in schools, hospitals and 

leisure or public buildings.

Thermal and acoustic insulation
MAGOXX® boards have excellent thermal and

acoustic insulation qualities. They are very 

energy efficient (Rc value: 1.2 K/W per inch) and 
comply with all acoustic performance standards. 

Easy to handle, quick to install
MAGOXX® boards can be easily machined, 

trimmed, drilled or shaped using ordinary (power) 

tools. Because the boards are lightweight, 

they can also be handled and installed easily 

and quickly. And thanks to its smooth surface 

and excellent adhesive qualities, MAGOXX® 

facilitates the finishing process.

Health
MAGOXX® boards are non-toxic, silicate-free 

and asbestos-free.

Waterproof and damp-proof
MAGOXX® boards are completely water 

resistant. Furthermore, MAGOXX® boards do 

not deteriorate when immersed in water or 

exposed to freezing/thawing cycles.
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Fire resistance + + + + - - + + -
Recyclability + + - - + - +  
CO2 emissions + + + + + - - - -
Space saving + + + + - -- - - -
Moist + + + - - - + - - -
Mold forming + + + + - + + -
Costs + - - - + + + + +
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Comparing alternatives MAGOXX® Board
The overview below (illustration 1) shows how alternative products behave compared to MAGOXX® board.
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Sustainable and fire retardant solutions for the construction industry

Product performance

All of our products are tested according to the European quality
standards ETAG 018: DIRECTIVE FOR THE EUROPEAN TECHNICAL
APPROVAL OF FIRE PROTECTION PRODUCTS. This means that all
of our products meet all European directives in the field of
health, safety and the environment.

Performance tests

CE certified (NB 0620) ETA 15/0643

Flexural strength ETAG 18-1 / 18-4, EN 12467 norm 5.2.4 & 7.3.2

Tensile strength (perpendicular to the plane of the board) EN 326-1, EN 319

Tensile strength (parallel to the plane of the board) ETAG 18-1 / 18-4, EN 789 norm 9

Compressive strength ETAG 18-1 / 18-4, EN 789 norm 8

Fire resistant wall construction (wood & metal stud, 60 minutes) EN 1364-1:2015

Fire resistant steel columns & beams (60 minutes) EN 13381-4

Water resistance EN 12467: 2012

Sound transmission class ASTM E90 & ASTM E413 
Technical specifications MAGOXX® Board
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